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Component 1:
The nuances of
human to human 
communication



The nuances of Conversation
In day-to-day conversation, we communicate with more than just words.  In fact, the 
majority of our conversation is comprised of subtle cues that we learn to decipher 
early on in our childhood development.



Context, Control, & Feedback
In human to machine communication, we need to replicate the non-verbal tools we 
use to engage, track, and ultimately close a conversation.



Context:
Our expectations shift based upon where 
the conversation takes place



On the street:
Our expectations shift based upon where 
the conversation takes place



In the car:
Our expectations shift based upon where 
the conversation takes place



In our homes:
Our expectations shift based upon where 
the conversation takes place



Control:
Maintaining the perception of control is 
important



Perception: “We are empowering them to rule us”
Hollywood’s culture has continuously portrayed intelligent machines bent on human 
destruction as the eventual outcome of devices that have the capability to 
continuously “watch” or “listen” to their human “owners.”



Perception: “Someone is listening at the other end”
They fear the system they are interacting with is actually a direct conduit to a 
shadowy secret organization listening in on every aspect of their homelives.



Result: A “control word” or button
For the immediate future, voice enabled devices that appear to operate 
outside of this convention will be seen as intrusive, or creepy.



Feedback:
We expect our conversational partner  
to provide us with layers of feedback 
throughout the verbal engagement



Feedback
These layers of feedback are generally a combination of verbal and visual cues.

Human feedback

“I’m listening to you”

“I don’t understand what you are saying”

“I understand what you are saying”

“I’m considering what you just said”

“I understand what you requested”

“I do not understand what you requested - I 
immediately try and gain clarification”

“We’ve concluded the conversation”

Machine feedback

“I’m listening to you”

..... (this is beyond current capability)

..... (this is beyond current capability)

“I’m processing this request”

“I understand what you requested”

“I do not understand what you requested - I 
immediately try and gain clarification”

“We’ve concluded the conversation”



The uncanny valley
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The uncanny valley
A theory borrowed from the field of robotics which holds that when human replicas 
look and act almost, but not perfectly, like actual human beings, it causes a 
response of revulsion amongst human observers / participants.



The uncanny valley



What is the uncanny valley for voice?
The uncanny valley for voice is the jump from command based interaction to fluid 
conversation between the user and the machine. 

Command
Based

Conversation
Based



The uncanny valley

Pre-determined sets of words or 
sentences which are used to 
describe the user’s intent.

Command based interactions feel 
limited, and can be difficult to use 
as they force users to “know” the 
range of possible commands - and 
to speak with terms that may not be 
part of their general vocabulary.

Commands

Auditory Menus
Telephone User Interfaces
Xbox - See it, say it



The uncanny valley

There is no limit or restriction on the 
words or sentences which are used 
to describe the user’s intent.

Conversation based interactions 
feel natural because the user isn’t 
bound to any pre-determined way of 
describing the desired outcome.

User’s expect the system to 
respond to any type of discourse 
because no clear boundary is 
established in their mind.

Conversation

KITT - Knight Rider
Siri



So what does this mean for the home?



A good experience will be difficult:
Where could we offer it / where should we offer it:

- At the wall

- On the mobile device

- Via secondary hardware



At the wall
Communal Nature of the device
It will need to be able to recognize / respond 
to multiple different voices in any given day.

Expectation of “Line of sight” operation
Users have an expectation of communicating 
within the home - if they can see it, they 
should be able to speak to it.

Delivery of feedback / cues to the user
The system will need to provide feedback such 
that it can be seen / heard at a distance.

Overcoming ambient noise
The home is full of noises: Kids, TV, the HVAC 
unit, etc.  Users will expect the system to 
respond when there is background noise.

Latency in the home
Appliances / fixtures do not get the same 
treatment as a mobile device.  Users will 
expect “fixed” devices to perform with less 
latency than their mobile counterparts.

It’s always on - control word
The system will always need to be listening - 
even if it’s just for the control word.

Threshold of accuracy
The homes temperature is not as critical to life 
safety as locks and the security system.  The 
system will need to perform exceptionally if it is to 
expand into the critical functions of the home.

Command vs. Query - Does it have a voice?
We will need to experiment with the appropriate set 
of commands / queries that the device can handle - 
while maintaining a good user experience.



On the mobile
In App vs. leveraging native voice
The use of voice on the mobile application should be faster than 
opening the application and hitting a button - this requires native 
integration.

That being said, there still might be instances (scheduling) where 
in-app voice interaction can be a good user experience.



Via Secondary Hardware
Extending Range
Secondary hardware might allow users to 
interaction with their hardware from other 
areas of the home.

Decoupling capability from the Tstat or 
security panel
If the primary mechanism for processing voice 
commands is not on the device itself, it will be 
important to provide feedback from the device 
the user is trying to interact with.

Cost / Complexity
Additional hardware contains a lot of additional 
costs and additional complexities.

Latency in the home
If the processing mechanism is separated from 
the device, there may be additional latency issues 
which could impact the experience.



A good experience is still possible
- Limit the context, not the commands

- Disambiguate instructions

- Minimize latency

- Voice to conversational programming?

- Provide the appropriate cues
Listening
Heard
Thinking
Completed
Request / Command executed (or not)




